
Success in Jerez in Formula Renault 2.0 ALPS debut
Top five finish against ALPS regulars sets Strakka Racing and Jake Hughes up for Eurocup finale at the Spanish circuit in two weeks’ time

Strakka Racing and driver Jake Hughes enjoyed a productive weekend at Jerez, culminating with a strong fifth in race two of the final rounds of
the Formula Renault 2.0 ALPS championship.

Practice underlined how quickly Strakka Racing has got to grips with the FR2.0 chassis within a short space of time. Unlike the series’ regulars
who benefitted from additional sets of fresh tyres in practice (thanks to a wet race at the previous round at Mugello), Hughes made the most of
his older rubber and was consistently inside the top ten for both sessions.

In qualifying, wildcard entry Hughes lined up 12thafter finishing sixth in the qualifying group, a little over 0.5 second adrift of category champion
Nick de Vries. A great start and good race pace coupled with Hughes once again showing his ability overtake at a track not renowned for
passing opportunities, culminated in ninth place overall. For Strakka the race crucially provided valuable dry set up data and insight for a track
it will return to in the final round of the Eurocup, just two weeks away.

Race two gave the Strakka Racing squad chance to apply its growing knowledge and in only its second race meeting in the FR2.0 category
delivered its best ever result with Hughes driving superbly to seize fifth place. “It was a decent weekend in Jerez,” says Hughes. “In race two, I
was past Bruno Bonifacio and alongside Jack Aitken at the exit of Turn 1 – and they both ran wide and caused a big crash. We had a safety
car for a few laps to clean up the mess and the guys ahead pulled a gap when we restarted. But then our car came on and it’s nice to say I
was stuck behind Olsen who’s second in the Eurocup! We definitely had the pace to get past him, and maybe if it hadn’t been for the safety
car I would have done, because his tyres would have gone off more. That shows how much good progress we have made.”

 “In just our second race weekend in FR2.0 we have underlined Strakka’s ability to quickly get to grips with a new race car and category and
together with Jake, deliver on track,” says team principal Dan Walmsley. “We also gained useful information for our return in two weeks’ time
and after Jake’s impressive weekend, we look forward with confidence to showing up some of the more experienced Eurocup teams with our
developing pace.”
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From early domestic campaigns with BMWs and Aston Martins, Strakka Racing has evolved to become one of the most respected and
successful privateer teams in the World Endurance Championship.  In 2010 the Silverstone-based team achieved a class win, five circuit
records and fifth overall in the iconic Le Mans 24 Hours. Ever developing, in 2013 Strakka Racing entered the Formula Renault 3.5 litre World
Series single seater championship, regarded as one of the best training grounds before F1. In 2014 Strakka Racing joins forces with
esteemed Japanese chassis manufacturer DOME to develop, market and race the Strakka DOME S103 LMP2 chassis. Alongside the racing
teams, it also runs Strakka Performance, providing professional racing drivers with bespoke programmes aimed at enhancing their on-track
performance with dedicated track time and coaching in World Series by Renault cars. It has also created Zanardi Strakka Kart racing team and
a Formula Renault 2.0 team, putting in place the building blocks to enable racing drivers to develop and refine their skills right from the start of
their career, with a support infrastructure that goes beyond any typical racing team.


